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จุดประสงค์การเรียนรู้



Hello.

Nice to meet you. 

I am Thai. 

What’s your name?

She is 13 years old.
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Match the pictures with the correct expressions. 



Q: What is her name?

A: Her name is Pinpinat.



Q: How old is she?

A: She is 27 years old.



Q: Where is she from?

A: She is from Udonthani.



Q: What is she like?

A: She is kind and friendly.



Q: What does she look like?

A: She has got long black hair 

and fair skin.



Rearrange Me If You Can



Subjects

We

His +(n.)

He SheI



Verbs

haveisare is is



Prepositions

onfrom



Nouns

MarchThailand

birthday

8th

breakfast



Adjectives

hard - working

25  years  old



เฉลย Rearrange Me If You Can

We are from Thailand.

His birthday Marchis on 8th. 



เฉลย Rearrange Me If You Can

He    is       25  years  old.

She    is   hard - working.



เฉลย Rearrange Me If You Can

I   have   breakfast.



Example: brush / morning / the / I / teeth / in / my / .

I brush my teeth in the morning.

1. got / Tom / has / sons / two / .

.

2. does / exercise / She / in / evening / the / . 

.

Tom has got two sons. 

She does exercise in the evening.

Instructions: Put the words in correct order. 

(เรียงค าให้เป็นประโยคให้ถูกต้อง)



3. friend / My / new / Germany / from / is /. 

.

4. kind / mother / My / is /. 

.

5. on / school / go / I / weekdays / to / .

.

My new friend is from Germany.

My mother is kind.

I go to school on weekdays

Instructions: Put the words in correct order. 

(เรียงค าให้เป็นประโยคให้ถูกต้อง)



ใ

Wrap Up



Drawing Dictation



Drawing Dictation

1. Make a group of 4-5 people.

2. Listen to your teacher carefully.

3. Then draw what you heard.



Drawing Dictation

1. Mary is a tall and thin lady.

2. She has got short hair.

3. She has got brown eyes.

4. She is 26 years old.

5. She is from Philippines.



บทเรียนครั้งต่อไป


